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Details of Visit:

Author: Robert12
Location 2: Chelsea/south Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 2 Nov 2012 10pm
Duration of Visit: 1 1/2 hours
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Peachy Escorts - Simply The Best!
Website: http://www.peachyescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07531989898

The Premises:

A well know address in Sloane Avenue, clean, comfortable, relaxed and bed at the perfect height
for various positions.?

The Lady:

Stunning and incredibly beautiful, age about right, fit tight body, no enhancements (thankfully!).

The Story:

I had seen Vivian's pictures and was hoping photoshop hadn't struck again but OMG when she
opened the door I was blown away! She greeted me with a friendly but intimate peck and such a
warm seductive smile I couldn't believe my luck to find that she is every bit as stunning in the flesh if
not more so. ?She was wearing a short little dress that showed off her gorgeous figure and as I
quickly sorted her "present" she could sense my hunger and bent down to take off her shoes to
show me a perfect bum while looking back at me sexily. ?From there it was both frantic and slowly
passionate action. ?I couldn't keep my hands off exploring her body and swiftly disposed of the
dress after fondling her beneath it and pushed her gently back on the bed to enjoy what is possibly
the greatest DATY I've experienced. She got so sweet and was moaning gently with pleasure, when
she lifted her legs up to her chest then wide again I was in pure heaven and rock solid, which she
sensed and seamlessly moved for the jacket so I stood by the bed and suited up. I lifted her legs up
with her on her back and again couldn't believe my luck to be entering such a sweet tight peach.
She seemed to really get into it and pulled me in deeper with her legs behind me and I soon
collapsed on top of her. A quick wipe up, we chatted for a bit and it just flowed with no awkward
moments into a second round of fondling and touching that quickly got me hard again. Next up she
leant over to grab another jacket swaying her tight cleft beckoningly and asked for some doggy and
oh boy, what and arse! I could have happily stayed there thinking it doesn't get any better, but then
we switched into reverse cowgirl and the sight of her gorgeous tight bum slowly driving down on me
and then moving to gyrate frantically to climax will live long in memory. I am hard pushed to think of
her most redeeming feature, she is the perfect package. Stunningly gorgeous, cute, sexy, coy and
demure all wrapped into the best little bundle of fun I've met in a long time, but possible the best bit
is she is all natural unlike many EE girls and with no attitude. ?Treat her well guys and you will
enjoy to the max.?I am getting so turned on typing this I'm going to have to go and book her again
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so that is a big yes to will I return, oh yes! Thank you Vivian, you are a rare and special genuine
gem! X
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